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THE BAHAMAS GOVERNMENT

 

THE PORT OF NASSAU OIL SPILL CONTINGENCY PLAN 

 

SHORT TITLE - PORT OIL SPILL PLAN 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 The final version of The Bahamas Government National Oil Spill 

Contingency Plan, which provided especial advice to The Family 

Islands, was completed in December 1998 and at that time it was 

proposed - and subsequently agreed - that the Port of Nassau required a 

similar dedicated plan which complemented and related to the National 

Plan. 

 

1.2 The Port Oil Spill plan identifies the threat of oil pollution within the 

port area, establishes a sensible and reasonable response contingency 

plan taking account of recent international developments and identifies 

the availability of external international reinforcements. 

 

1.3 The plan does not specifically address spills of hazardous substances 

other than oil. Whilst many of the arrangements for responding to oil 

spills will be equally relevant to such spills, there are significant 

differences in respect of potential hazards to human health which are 

not here addressed. 
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1.4 This plan does not in any way relieve authorities and agencies of their 

day-to-day operational and environmental responsibilities within the 

areas of their jurisdiction. 
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BACKGROUND

 

2.1 New Providence and Paradise Islands have developed into areas of 

great tourist attraction with ever increasing numbers of visitors arriving 

through the international airport and through the port of Nassau. 

Attractive hotel and coastline developments have been achieved with 

careful attention being paid to the preservation of the magnificent and 

long-treasured natural marine environment.  Any avoidable spillage of 

oil- or incompetent response to a spill - could have disastrous effect on 

the future integrity of this great national asset and on the very large 

revenues arising from tourists who come to enjoy it. 

 

2.2 Within the port activities there is clearly a high risk factor of accident- 

indeed global statistics suggest that over 80% of marine spills occur in 

ports and harbour areas. Cruise liners and other visiting ships do not 

generally have any on board capability for responding to a spill - nor 

indeed do seaside hotels or yacht marinas - as they all assume the 

Government will provide. In the longer term it is the general experience 

that quite small spills quickly deter or drive away tourists and that it is 

difficult to tempt them back. Also cruise liner operators can be quick to 

question the wisdom of future visits to ports which have shown 

themselves to be inadequately prepared for such contingencies - so 

there is clearly a need for an effective response plan and a capability to 

re-act. 

 

2.3 Indeed this need has also been recognised in the regulatory sense by the 

recent enforcement of The International Convention on Oil Pollution 

Preparation Preparedness Response and Cooperation 1990 (OPRC 
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1990) - being considered for ratification by The Bahamas. This 

Convention decrees that Parties to the convention shall:- 

 

(a) require that authorities or operators in charge of such sea ports and 

oil-handling facilities under its jurisdiction as it deems appropriate have 

oil spill contingency plans or similar arrangements which are co-

ordinated with the national system and approved in accordance with 

procedures established by the competent national authority. 

 

(b) in cooperation with oil and shipping industries, port authorities and 

other relevant entities shall establish a minimum level  of pre-

positioned oil spill combating equipment commensurate with the risk 

involved. 

 

2.4 Further details of OPRC1990 are at Annex A. 

 

THE THREAT 

 

3.1 It is always difficult to assess the risk of accident and long periods of 

uneventful operations can encourage self-complacency.  However any 

port area which by its nature brings ships into shallow waters, close 

proximity to each other and to alongside berths and wharves- and 

sometimes alongside each other - must increase the risk of 

unanticipated accident. 

 

3.2 The waters of The Bahamas are increasingly criss-crossed with the 

tracks of cruise liners, tankers and container/dry cargo vessels, all 

interspersed with increasing recreational activities.  In detail during 
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1999 the Prince George Dock in the port of Nassau handled 1024 

passenger ship visits (ie 85 average per month) with an annual total of 

1,443,630 passengers. Cargo vessel visits over the same period totalled 

1046 (ie 87 average per month) and tanker visits to Clifton Pier are of 

the order of 10-12 per month. 

 

All these vessels are at risk from:- 

 Inter-ship collision 

  Grounding 

  Berthing accident 

  Fire on board 

  Hijack  

 

Whilst oil carrying vessels using the Clifton Pier facilities risk 

operational malfunctions and mishaps. 

 

NATIONAL POLICY 

 

4.1 The threat of oil pollution to the many miles of tourist attractive 

beaches and the increasing desire to develop the large number of 

islands in the archipelago poses a risk which is impossible absolutely to 

counter. 

 

4.2 Government Policy is to support all shipping preventative measures by 

its representation at the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) and 

by its establishment of a regime of competence and efficiency through 

the Bahamanian Shipping Registry. As far as dealing with oil spills is 

concerned, a response capability in support of contingency plans is to 
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be established in areas of high risk i.e. ports, harbours, oil handling 

facilities and terminals as is currently required by the OPRC 

Convention. In other areas resources will be made available as 

circumstances and conditions permit. However owners of hotel-related 

beach facilities, yacht marinas and other commercial recreational 

facilities should not rely on an immediate government response 

capability, and if extensive damage to their facilities is to be prevented 

they must put in place some effective response capability for 

themselves. 

 

4.3 It has to be recognised that at present government has no dedicated 

response equipment and that available to the oil industry at Clifton Pier 

and in Grand Bahama will not normally be available outside their 

normal dedicated locations. Indeed any support from these sources 

should be seen as a bonus. Thus the nearest source of support is in 

Florida and it is current national policy - in the case of the port of 

Nassau- to acquire sufficient equipment to be able to respond 

immediately and to contain a spill until external assistance can be 

provided.   This will demand in-house resources capable of responding 

to a Tier One spill - i.e. an operational accident-and to stabilise a Tier 

Two spill - a spill of greater magnitude, but not necessarily of disaster 

proportion. 

4.4 In all emergency response situations, the availability of experienced 

and trained response personnel is an essential element, and it is planned 

for port operations that the port staff be supplemented as required by 

personnel of the Royal Bahamas Defence Force. These selected 

personnel will, of course, require specialized training to prepare them 

for the task. 
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4.5 In all events, for any spill other than a modest one the resources of The 

Bahamas will surely be quickly over-extended in respect of equipment - 

or personnel - or both, and reliance will have to be placed in external 

reinforcement from either Florida USA or the United Kingdom. 

 

4.6 All plans are to take into full account this philosophy of external 

reinforcement and must include details to ensure the smooth and speedy 

integration of such resources into the national arrangements. It must be 

stressed that these details of unhindered arrival and the speedy 

deployment of external resources are most important. 

 

4.7 There is already in place the National Oil Spill Contingency Plan which 

was updated in December 1998 to include Grand Bahama and to 

provide for the other Family Islands a matrix if advice to assist them 

with their own arrangements. This port plan is part of - and integrates 

fully with - that plan, at the same time containing sufficient detail to 

ensure that it is self-standing in all aspects other than those of 

specifically central government and international concern. 

 

ROLES OF GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS 

 

5.1 The following government departments and related agencies have 

direct responsibility with regards to government response to an oil spill 

within the port area and must, if response is to be speedy and effective, 

have clearly defined plans in place and, where necessary, with suitable 

prior authorisation. A fuller list of government departments who would 

be involved in a spill which reached national proportion are listed in the 

national oil spill plan. 
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Ministry of Labour and Maritime Affairs       

 

5.2 The Permanent Secretary - as Joint Response Manager in all major 

responses to marine oil spills in respect of oil on the surface of the sea - 

is to be kept fully informed of any operation being conducted in the 

port by the Port Controller as the On Scene Commander (Sea) and is to 

be ready to escalate the response to a national level if necessary. It is 

the Minister of Labour and Maritime Affairs who is empowered, as 

appropriate and in consultation with the Attorney General, to exercise 

the powers of intervention as authorised in Part III of the Merchant 

Shipping (Oil Pollution) Act of 1976 Chapter 253.  

 

Ministry of Health     

 

5.3 Jointly with the Ministry of Labour and Maritime Affairs to provide the 

Permanent Secretary to act as Joint Response Manager in all 

environmental aspects of dealing with an oil spill, and when it threatens 

to come ashore to provide the On scene Commander (Land) from the 

Department of Environmental Health. He is also responsible for 

identifying the means of the final disposal of any recovered oil. 

 

Office of the Attorney General 

 

5.4 To advise on all aspects of the Merchant Shipping (Oil Pollution) Act 

of 1976, Chapter 253, particularly on the powers of intervention in 

respect of damaged vessels referred to in Section 15, but also on the 

regulations regarding financial recompense for reasonable clean-up 

costs as defined in the Civil Liability Convention and the Oil Pollution 
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Compensation Fund. 

 

 Bahamas Maritime Authority 

 

5.5 The Bahamas Maritime Authority was established in 1995 in order to 

strengthen the management of the rapidly growing Bahamas 

International Ship register, thus recognising the Government’s 

responsibility for safety at sea and protection of the marine 

environment. A small office is located within the Department of Labour 

and Maritime Affairs and its staff includes a technical officer. 

 

Ministry of Finance and Planning 

 

5.6 To ensure that clearly defined and agreed arrangements are in place to 

ensure that there is no delay in the early stages of an incident arising 

from any lack of financial provision to deploy necessary resources from 

government as well as the private sector (i.e. private aircraft, boats or 

services of specialized contractors). In particular the calling forward of 

the Clean Caribbean Co-operative (CCC) in Fort Lauderdale requires 

an up-front assurance of a sum of money of the order of up to one 

million dollars, and the means by which this is to be done should be 

discussed in advance with the CCC. Authority to commit finances 

should also be delegated as appropriate and waivers of duty on the 

temporary importation of response equipment will be required. 

 

Ministry of Public Works 
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5.7 The Ministry of Public Works should, in advance, identify what 

personnel and equipment in the government sector have a relevance in 

beach-cleaning operations and also monitor the private contractor 

sector for similar resource opportunity. 

 

Royal Bahamas Defence Force 

 

5.8 The Royal Bahamas Defence Force is an all-volunteer, highly trained, 

flexible and reactive force of about 900 persons, which should be 

directly available to the Incident Commander to provide a source of 

maritime expertise and to be deployed as required. Within the port they 

have an especial role in support of spill response operations and 

specialised clean-up. When appropriate equipment is available they will 

be able, after appropriate training, to provide an essential service in the 

deployment of boom and other marine activities. Further details are at 

Annex G. 

 

Royal Bahamas Police Force 

 

5.9 The Royal Bahamas Police Force will need to provide for the additional 

traffic management and control of vehicles (some carrying oily waste) 

as well as crowd control at the scene of the incident. Police Officers 

should be made available, if required, for taking evidence from marine 

personnel and also the Police Forensic Department, which has a limited 

capacity to analyse and match oil samples. 

 

The Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries 
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5.10 The Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries will, through the Department 

of Fisheries, have an important role in advising on the likely effects of 

spilled oil on fish movement and fishing activities as well as on marine 

life in the inter-tidal zone and areas of especial marine life sensitivity. 

 

The Ministry of Tourism 

 

5.11 The Ministry of Tourism will need to be prepared with national 

statements on the true effect of the spill as it effects tourists - 

particularly those who are shortly to arrive. They should, in advance, 

co-operate with the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries to ensure that 

those beaches and recreational waters, which are most attractive to 

tourists, are recorded on the sensitivity maps. 

 

Bahamas Information Services-Public Relations 

 

5.12 Large maritime oil spills inevitably evoke intense national and 

international television and radio interest. Although oil spills generally 

do not pose a threat to human life they do raise great emotion in respect 

of environmental effects i.e. damage to marine environment and death 

of sea birds, as well as the long-lasting detriment to the tourism 

industry. Right from the start those making press releases and 

statements need clear and positive direction and press personnel should 

as far as possible be granted controlled access to briefings and incident 

sites to ensure they are fully familiar with the situation. 

 

An early and positive statement regarding the state of the port is 

essential to ensure cruise liner operators are aware of the facts.      
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Bahamas Environmental Science and Technology Trust (BEST) 

 

5.13 BEST will be required to ensure that all the proper concerns and 

dangers to the environment arising from the oil spill are carefully 

assessed and judged against the scenario of the day in order that 

balanced and useful advice may be given to those responding to the 

spill. They should also co-ordinate the preparation of the environmental 

sensitivity maps. The current membership of BEST includes the 

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, The Ministry of Health, The Port 

Department, The Department of Environment and The Bahamas Water 

and Sewage Corporation. 
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Department of Meteorology 

 

5.14 All aspects of oil-spill clean-up i.e. effect on a damaged ship, 

movement of the oil slick and deployment of clean-up resources are 

weather-limited and to have weather forecasting readily available at all 

times is most important. To ensure this a dedicated forecaster must be 

identified in advance to serve at the scene of the incident. 

 

The Bahamas National Trust 

 

5.15 The Bahamas National Trust has a mandate from government under 

The Bahamas National Trust Act in respect of the preservation of the 

environment and they have an especial contribution in respect of the 

well-being of flamingos, turtles, wetlands and coral reefs. They also 

have a well-developed sensitivity map in respect of these elements. 

 

PORT ORGANISATION 

 

6.1 The Port of Nassau is operated by The Port Department of The 

Bahamas under The Port Authority Act of 23rd May 1962 and is 

responsible to the Minister of Labour and Maritime Affairs.  The 

harbour of Nassau is defined in the Act, but no precise limits for the 

port area have been defined. It is for consideration that the previously 

defined harbour limits be used for the future with the establishment of 

an extension of a three mile circle centered on Paradise Island Light, in 

order to cover ships arriving and departing and also the embarking and 

disembarking of pilots (see Annex B). 
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6.2 The Port Authority, which on a day-by-day basis operates through the 

Port Controller, has general overall responsibility for the port, its 

dredging, its buoyage and its lights. The conduct of vessels in the port 

is controlled on a 24 hour per day basis by a Duty Controller in the 

Operations Room working closely with the pilots and using channel 16 

VHF as the prime communication system with identified VHF overload 

frequencies as required. 

 

6.3 All cruise liners and other defined vessels are required to have a pilot 

on board for all arrivals and departures. Pilots are examined- as are 

their boats- by the Authority, but they are self-employed in respect of 

their duties and generally work direct through Shipping Agents. Pilots 

have the responsibility for deciding on the weather suitability for any 

move - referring to the Port Controller as necessary.  Tugs are provided 

by the Port Authority and are used by pilots, as they deem necessary. 

The formal closing of the port in respect of local weather conditions or 

in the case of a very strong wind or hurricane forecast rests with the 

Port Controller. 

 

TIDES AND WEATHER 

 

7.1 Tides and currents in the area are normally only of minor effect with a 

tidal range of 3 feet and very little in the way of current. Whilst 

entering the port the tide generally runs south-west but once within the 

port the direction of tide is basically east or west and in constrained 

areas such as to the north of the cruise liner berths and under the 

bridges to Paradise Island are of a maximum of ¾ to 1 knot at neaps 

and 1 ½ to 2 knots at springs or when hard-driven by the wind. There 
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are gulleys cut in the causeway of the Prince George Dock to permit an 

east-west flow. In the event of a spill it may be sensible to temporarily 

block or boom these gulleys. Even so, it must be noted, the strengths 

are sufficient to be taken seriously into account, when planning oil 

booming operations. It is of interest to note that when small amounts of 

oil have been spilled inside the docks that the tide has tended to keep it 

there. 

 

7.2 The prevailing wind is from the south - east and generally blows from 

this quarter from May until November, but for the rest of the year 

varies in direction through west and north depending very much on the 

weather in the USA. Strong winds are relatively rare except for 

hurricanes, which may occur during June to November. The Region is 

however well served by a highly efficient hurricane detection system 

based in Miami, which provides good warning to The Bahamas - and to 

the cruise liners. The Bahamas has a comprehensive hurricane disaster 

plan whose basic principles are very much the same as those in this 

plan. 

 

7.3 It should be noted that whilst the free tidal movement east/west through 

the open harbour assists the regular cleaning of the harbour, it will be a 

disadvantage during oil spill clean-up operations. 

 

PORT RESOURCES 

 

8.1 The main focus of the port resources are centered in Prince George 

Dock with its facilities for berthing cruise liners and elaborate facilities 

for the reception of visiting tourists. The dock provides one alongside 
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berth, generally used for car carriers and other cargoes, and four finger 

berths capable of berthing four very large liners or up to eight smaller 

ones (see diagram at Annex C).  Containers and bulk cargoes are 

handled at the three main commercial berths and at Arawak Cay. There 

are several marinas, yacht clubs and recreational berthing facilities in 

the port area. 

 

A limited fuel bunkering service can be provided using road bowsers.  

 

A contractor provides garbage disposal services.  

 

There are no ballast reception facilities. 

 

Details of Facilities 

 

8.2 Berths No 14 150ft. 

 Nos 19-20 1030ft.

 (draught 34ft.) 

  Nos 22-23 1200ft. 

  Nos 25-26 1130ft. 

  Nos 27-28 1200ft. 

 

 Wharves Kellys General Cargo 

  Union Containers  (Tropical) 

  John Alfred Containers  (Seaboard Marine) 

 

  Union Wharf has shore craneage, others rely on ship 

resources  
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 Tugs Turbot 2180 BHP 30 ton bollard pull

 Firefighting Monitor 

  Snapper 2800 BHP 32 ton bollard pull     

  Amber Jack 4620 BHP 62 ton bollard pull

 Firefighting Monitor 

 

8.3 Additional government berthing and support facilities are available at 

Potters Cay from where the inter-island mail boats operate, and also at 

Arawak Cay where there are alongside facilities for handling container 

ships, sand barges and water - carrying ships. Additionally throughout 

the port area are a very large number of varied facilities for berthing 

fishing boats, ferries and yachts from small to very large, all of which are 

extremely difficult to protect from the effects of any spilled oil. 

 

8.4 Small Boats

Various small port boats suitable for personnel transfer and possible 

equipment handling. The Royal Bahama Defence Force also retains 

five similar boats in the port. 

8.5 Personnel

Operational personnel available in the port are of the order of:- 

Tug crews 20 

Controllers 11 

Pilots 4 

Maintenance Team at Potters Cay10-15 

 

8.6 Additionally the Royal Bahamas Defence Force maintains a force of 

boat operators totalling 25 approx, but this can be re-inforced from 
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Coral Harbour. All these personnel are readily called in by telephone or 

bleeper. 

 

SENSITIVE AREAS 

 

9.1 Whilst sensitivity maps are still being developed in The Bahamas under 

the co-ordination of the Bahamas Environmental Science and 

Technology Trust (BEST) it has been possible to identify areas 

sensitive to oil pollution and these fall into four main categories (see 

Annex 9). 

 

(a) Areas of Environmental Sensitivity 

(b) Tourist Beaches 

(c) Marinas and Water Features 

(d) Dock and Berthing Areas 

 

Environmental Sensitivity       

 

9.2 In addition to the normal fish population in the port which demand 

respect, there are three areas of conch fishing/farming which would 

suffer seriously from oil pollution viz:   

 

 (a) At the southern foot of the old bridge near Malcolm Park 

 (b) Nearby the Nassau Harbour Club 

 (c) At the western end of Arawak Cay near Bar Point 
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9.3 Coral reefs and seabed abound in the area and care must be taken to 

avoid unnecessary damage. It should be noted that relatively small 

spills of diesel oil can be damaging to coral.     

 

9.4 There is also on Paradise Island a wide selection of rare bird life. 

 

Tourist Beaches 

 

9.5 The main tourist beaches lie to the north of Paradise Island and are 

related to the new Atlantis Hotel Complex. To protect these beaches is 

extremely difficult and certain areas would need to be sacrificed to 

protect the whole. Along the north side of New Providence lie public 

beaches and nearby to the west - and outside the port area - lies Cable 

Beach with its large tourist hotels. 

 

Marinas and Water Features 

 

9.6 Most marinas and private yacht berthing facilities lie on both island 

coasts mainly to the east of the bridges. Most of these are open-planned 

and are extremely difficult to protect. Exceptionally the southern 

entrance to the Atlantis marina and the northern inlet to the Atlantis 

water feature are both easily boomable. 

 

Docks and Berthing Areas      

 

9.7 Away from Prince George Docks, which are commendably simple, 

there is a plethora of berthing facilities at Kelly Dock, John Alfred 

Dock, Potters Quay and the many small inlet and finger berths, all of 
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which are difficult to protect and would be extremely hard to clean-up. 

 

9.8 It should be noted that many of these sensitivities are of commercial 

origin or useage  (ie hotel beaches, private marinas, docks and wharves 

etc) and their owners should be made aware of the risks and left in no 

doubt that the government can give no assurance of protection. 

 

CATEGORIES  OF SPILL RESPONSE 

 

10.1 Accidental spillages of oil are divided into three categories - known as 

tiers - which should be used as a guide on the understanding that many 

spills tend to overlap the definitions - especially between tiers one and 

two. 

 

10.2 Tier One

 

A Tier One spill is a small operational spillage from a ship or from an 

oil-related activity. It is generally caused by ‘bad housekeeping’ i.e. a 

broken hose or overfilling of tanks and should be containable by those 

response resources which are required to be maintained by the operator 

at immediate notice on site to respond to such an incident. 

 

10.3 Tier Two

 

A Tier Two spill is a larger spill, possibly the result of a ship accident, 

but one which should generally be containable by the concentration of 

all government and industry response resources within the country. 
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10.4 Tier Three

 

A Tier Three spill is one which overwhelms all local/national resources 

and demands external reinforcement from nearby states i.e. ’friendly 

neighbours’ and specialised overseas response organisations such as the 

Clean Caribbean Cooperative (CCC) at Fort Lauderdale, Florida, USA 

or Oil Spill Response Ltd (OSRL) at Southampton, England. Such an 

incident frequently becomes a major international affair involving 

almost every aspect of government in a major operation. 

 

10.5 This plan is written to respond to spills of any size. 

 

INITIAL REPORTING AND ALERTING PROCEDURE 

 

11.1 Reports of marine incidents within or near the port area are likely 

from:- 

 

  Masters or Pilots of ships 

  Passing vessels 

  Aircraft 

  Members of the public 

  The Port Duty Controller 

 

11.2 These reports are likely to be received by either the port authority, the 

international airport or the Royal Bahamas Defence Force - all of whom 

maintain a 24 hour watch capability and are the national 

communication contact points. A typical oil spill report form is at 

Annex J. 
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11.3 Reports are to be immediately forwarded by telephone to the Port 

Controller and to the Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Labour and 

Maritime Affairs. For incidents within the port area the Port Controller 

is to immediately assume the role of On Scene Commander (Sea) and is 

to take charge of the response. He is to keep the Incident Commander 

(Permanent Secretary Ministry of Labour and Maritime Affairs) (see 

Annex D) fully informed of developments and is to advise him as soon 

as he considers the incident demands upgrading to one of national 

importance and the convening of the Oil Spill Contingency Advisory 

Committee (OSCAC) (see Annex E). A list of useful telephone 

numbers is at Annex F. 

 

EMERGANCY PROCEDIRES AND COMMUNICATIONS 

 

ACTION PLAN WITHIN PORT 

Prior to arrival of additional resources 

 

12.1 (a) Incident Report received by Port Controller 

 

 (b) Use all available resources to establish size and scope of incident 

 

 (c) Categorise incident as Port or National  

 

 (d) Call in all port control, tug maintenance and pilot personnel 

 

 (e) Call in all Port RBDF Personnel 
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 (f) Inform Permanent Secretary Ministry of Labour and Maritime 

Affairs 

 

 (g) Alert Port Advisory Committee with following membership i.e.:- 

  Ministry of Health (Department of Environmental Health) 

  Royal Bahamas Defence Force 

  Ministry of Public Works 

  Bahamas Information Services 

  Ministry of Tourism 

  Bahamas Environmental Science and Technology Trust (BEST) 

 

 (h) Deploy:-   

  (a) Tugs to play monitors into slick 

  (b) Small boats to steam at speed through slick 

 

 (i) Be prepared to block channel under bridge between Arawak Cay 

and New Providence, and also gulleys in Prince George Dock causeway 

as appropriate using baulks of timber previously cut to size and kept 

nearby 

 

 (j) Keep cruise liner operators fully informed 

 

 (k) Continue to consult with Permanent Secretary as to need to 

activate OSCAC and elevate incident to national scale 

 

 (l) Request additional RBDF personnel as required from Coral 

Harbour 
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Additional action on receipt of specialized equipment either  

as result of government equipment purchase or supplied by 

reinforcement    

 

12.2 In general terms additional equipment will include absorbents, booms 

and skimmers and boat-borne dispersant spraying equipment for which 

the following principles will apply:- 

 

 (a) Absorbent Pads and Booms: To be deployed by trained personnel 

from small boats in areas where oil is seen to be present and at later 

stages for cleaning up sheen. Arrangement will need to be made in the 

port for their temporary retention after use i.e. an open-topped skip. 

 

 (b) Dispersant spraying equipment: This should be fitted on the tugs 

and operated by trained personnel. 

 

 (c) Booms and Skimmers: These will probably be mounted on a reel 

on the jetty and can be deployed using tugs or boats for the following 

roles:- 

   

  (1) Closing off jetties or to close gulleys in causeway 

  (2) Containing or surrounding damaged vessel 

  (3) Sweeping for oil slick (involving two tugs towing boom)  

  (4) Protection of fishing interest and tourist beaches 

 

12.3 In any operation, reliable communications are essential to success.  

There will be need for effective communication within as well as 

between working groups and there will be a constant need for the 
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command team to be kept fully in the picture at all times in order that 

well-informed decisions may be taken and that Ministers may be kept 

informed. 

 

12.4 If external reinforcement is called for, additional communication 

equipment will be part of the supporting package, but short of that local 

resources will have to be used.  VHF portable communications are 

available within the Port, the Police and the RBDF and extra point to 

point land lines may need to be requisitioned from the telephone 

authority.  The RBDF should also be able to deploy some additional 

portable point to point facilities. 

 

12.5 With such an increase in usage of communications systems, there will 

be a need for frequency control to prevent mutual interference as well 

as for strict voice procedures and circuit control.  It must also be noted 

that with the increased use of voice communications there is need to 

ensure the proper keeping of “hard copy” records of events as required 

for after action reports and claims for financial compensation. 

 

RESPONSE CRITERIA AND OPTIONS 

 

13.1 When oil is spilled onto the sea there are immediately two separate 

elements of any response to be considered:- 

 

(a) To secure the oil remaining at source in the vessel, tank or 

pipeline. By quantity this oil frequently represents a greater latent threat 

than that which has already been spilled. In the case of spillage from 

ships this action can involve cargo or bunker transfer, salvage, moving 
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the ship to a selected place or containing the oil by boom nearby or 

around the vessel. 

 

 (b) For the oil that is already spilled there are always three main 

courses of possible action:- 

 

  (1) To do nothing and allow the natural process of dispersion to 

take place 

 

  (2) To hasten the natural process of dispersion by the controlled 

application of chemical dispersant either from aircraft or surface vessels 

 

  (3) To attempt to recover the oil from the surface. This involves 

deploying ships to corral the oil by means of booms-either static or 

mobile- and subsequently lifting the recovered oil by means of a 

suitable skimmer and placing it in some temporary storage prior to its 

final disposal. However this process is extremely weather limited and 

booms cease to contain oil effectively when operated at relative speeds 

greater than 3/4 knot. 

 

13.2 With small spills or in cases where no other clean-up capability is 

available it can be useful to:- 

 

 (a) Deploy absorbent pads or booms to soak up relatively small 

amounts of oil 

 (b) To drive small boats at speed through the slick or to direct fire 

monitors into the slick to break up the oil and thus assist natural 

dispersion. 
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OIL BEHAVIOUR 

 

14.1 Oil is transported by sea in all its various forms-embracing highly 

viscous heavy fuel oils through standard crude oils to the light products 

such as diesel and motor/aviation fuels. In general terms the lower the 

viscosity the less is the pollution threat posed, but it should be noted 

that whilst diesel is not a particularly serious pollutant risk it does 

damage coral. 

 

14.2 Oil is a natural product and in the sea will slowly return to its natural 

state by being absorbed into the maritime food chain. Average crude 

oils - especially in warm climes - will evaporate off their light ends 

during the first 4-5 hours of spillage thereby reducing their volume by 

20-25% approx. Thereafter they will absorb water forming an 

emulsion-or mousse-which finally increases the spill size fourfold. 

During this process - sometimes as short as 36-48 hours, the oil 

increasingly loses its ability to disperse naturally- or to be dispersed by 

the application of chemical dispersants. 

 

14.3 Spilled oil travels with the speed of the current and with 3% of the 

surface wind speed spreading rapidly and non-uniformly until the 

thickness of the slick is about 1mm. This movement is, of course, 

forecastable. 

     

14.4 Thus these two elements of oil behaviour i.e. its speedy degeneration 

into an emulsion and its rapid spreading by wind and tide, demand that 

any attempt effectively to disperse the oil or to contain it in a boom 
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must be started as soon as possible after the incident if there is to be any 

chance of success. 

 

SHORELINE RECOVERY 

 

15.1 Within a port area shoreline recovery and cleanup fall into two distinct 

operational areas:- 

 

(a) Beaches:  Beach clean-up in generally an unsophisticated, labour-

intensive operation employing personnel and equipment normally 

available in the Public Works Department. 

 

 (b) Jetties and Wharves: Cleaning jetties and wharfage is more 

difficult than cleaning beaches and is best carried out from seaward 

using boats and requires a certain amount of marine experience. Such 

capability might be found from the cargo/container companies working 

in the port, but a substantial and experienced source is available from 

within The Bahamas Defence Force. 

 

USE OF DISPERSANTS 

 

16.1 The National Oil Spill Contingency Plan (paras 15.1 and 15.2) refers to 

the criteria for the use of dispersants as established in the Caribbean 

Islands OPRC Plan which are:- 

 

(a) The area of application to be not less than 1 nautical mile from any 

shoreline, nor closer than 3 nautical miles upcurrent from important 
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marine fisheries or coral reef systems less than 20 feet from the water’s 

surface. 

 

(b) Water depth should exceed 30 feet. 

 

16.2 When dispersant application facilities are available in The Bahamas the 

OSCAC should give overall approval in advance for their use in 

accordance with the criteria, and should identify the port area as an 

especial area where dispersants may be used under careful supervision. 

 

ILLEGAL DISCHARGES 

 

17.1 If an illegal discharge of oil takes place within the port, the port 

authority in consultation with the Attorney General will consider 

whether prosecution action is appropriate and possible under Part II of 

the Merchant Shipping (Oil Pollution) Act, Chapter 253. 

 

17.2 If a foreign ship discharges oil whilst passing through the territorial 

waters of The Bahamas, The Ministry of Labour and Maritime Affairs 

in consultation with the Attorney General will report the incident under 

Part II of the Merchant Shipping (Oil Pollution) Act, Chapter 253 to the 

Flag State of the vessel concerned with any photographs or evidence 

available and request that the matter be investigated further. 

 

DISPOSAL OF RECOVERED OIL 

 

18.1 The final disposal of recovered oil may well present the most difficult 

problem arising from an oil spill.  If the oil has been recovered direct 
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from the sea surface, the oil industry may be prepared to take it back so 

long as it has not had dispersant applied (dispersant is corrosive and 

renders oil unacceptable for treatment in a refinery).  More likely, 

however, the oil will have been recovered from the beach and then the 

recovered oil/sandy rubbish can be as high as ten times the original 

volume, which results in very large volumes requiring disposal. 

 

18.2 Temporary arrangements can be provided by using plastic bags, 

portable containers and builder’s skips, and on the beaches plastic lined 

trenches can be prepared, but ultimately the waste must be moved to a 

permanent site.  Options for this include the use of barges - or floating 

storage units (Dracones) for liquid oil - where the waste would await 

arrangements to be taken away by an overseas container.  Additionally, 

incineration or the careful and controlled mixing of the material with 

household waste are possibilities, although neither of these are likely to 

be popular in The Bahamas. 

 

18.3 It is important that no oily waste is disposed of without the specific 

agreement of the Ministry of Health. 

 

18.4 Tar balls resulting from illegal discharges from passing vessels or ships 

in the port are a simpler problem and are best recovered by hand, 

placed in plastic bags and transported to an agreed disposal site. 

 

INTERVENTION 

 

19.1 The On Scene Commander (Sea) will monitor all actions by a damaged 

vessel, will carefully assess any salvage agreement between the Master 
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of the vessel and any salvage company, and will be prepared at all 

times subject to the concurrence of the Attorney General to advise the 

Minister to intervene under the Part III of the Merchant Shipping (Oil 

Pollution) Act, Chapter 253. Government can use powers to give such 

direction when:- 

 

(a) an accident has occurred to or in a ship 

 

 (b) in its opinion ,oil from the ship will, or may, cause pollution on a 

large scale to The Bahamas or in  the waters thereof 

 

 (c)  in its opinion action is urgently required to prevent or reduce oil 

pollution or the risk of oil pollution 

 

19.2 Directions in this respect will relate to either the ship or its cargo and 

should preferably be in writing. 

 

COMPENSATION 

 

20.1 The Bahamas is a member of the new 1992 International Oil Pollution 

Compensation Fund which provides enhanced cover over the previous 

1971 convention. The liability under the new Fund remains unchanged 

in that liability is strict and the Flag State of the tanker and the 

nationality of the owner are irrelevant. It applies to pollution arising 

from spills of persistent oil - so gasoline, light diesel and kerosene are 

not included. 
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20.2 Spills of cargo and bunkers from sea-going vessels constructed to carry 

oil cargo as well as laden and unladen tankers are now covered. It 

should be noted that this Fund does not cover cruise liners or container 

and other cargo vessels. 

 

RECORD KEEPING AND AFTER ACTION REPORTS 

 

21.1 Accurate keeping of records is a necessary element of any operation 

and is particularly important in oil spill clean-up operations in order 

that financial compensation claims can be speedily and accurately 

submitted. 

 

21.2 Records should detail all actions taken with reasons given for major 

decisions. Lists of personnel and equipment deployed must be prepared 

as well as materials used with costs incurred. 

 

21.3 It cannot be over-stressed how important is the keeping of records 

which will likely involve a large proportion of the administrative staff. 

 

TRAINING AND EXERCISES 

 

22.1 The effectiveness of any contingency plan is directly related to the 

extent to which it is exercised and tested, as well as the state of training 

and the competence of the personnel involved. 

 

22.2 Within the port it is the responsibility of the Port Controller to ensure 

the effectiveness of his plan and his team. All personnel, including 

those of The Royal Bahamas Defence Force will require initial and 
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continuation training either using IMO courses, in collaboration with 

the resident oil companies, or by arrangement with the Clean Caribbean 

Cooperative at Fort Lauderdale. 
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Annex E 
 

OIL SPILL CONTINGENCY ADVISORY COMMITTEE (OSCAC) 
 

Secretary to the Cabinet                                       Cabinet Office (Ex. Officio Member) 

Permanent Secretary                                             Ministry of Labour & Maritime Affairs (Joint Chair) 

Permanent Secretary                                             Ministry of Health & Environment (Joint Chair) 

Permanent Secretary                                             Ministry of Foreign Affairs  

Permanent Secretary                                             Ministry of Agriculture & Fisheries 

Permanent Secretary                                             Ministry of Tourism  

Financial Secretary                                                Ministry of Finance  

Attorney General                                                    Attorney General’s Office 

Bahamas Maritime Authority                               Ministry of Labour & Maritime Affairs 

Port Controller                                                        Ministry of Labour & Maritime Affairs 

Commander Bahamas Defence Force  

Commissioner of Police 

Comptroller of Customs 

Director of Immigration 

Under Secretary, Department of Local Government 

Director, Department of Environmental Health Services 

Director of Civil Aviation 

Director, Meteorological Department 

Bahamas National Trust 

Bahamas Environmental Science and Technology (BEST) Commission  

Bahamas Oil Refining Co. Ltd. (BORCO) 

 

Representatives of 
Esso Standard Oil SA Ltd. 

Texaco Bahamas Ltd. 

Shell Bahamas Ltd. 

Bahamas Electricity Corporation 

Bahamas Air Sea Rescue Association (BASRA)  

South Riding Point Holdings Ltd. 

Freeport Harbour Company Ltd 

Freeport Power Company Ltd. 

Freeport Oil Company Ltd. 

Bacardi & Co Ltd  

Bahamas Water & Sewerage Corporation  
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Annex F 

IMPORTANT TELEPHONE NUMBERS 
(Others to be added, as necessary) 

 

Secretary to the Cabinet                                                                                          322 2805-8 

Permanent Secretary, Labour & Maritime Affairs                                              323 7814/5 

Permanent Secretary, Health & Environment                               322 7425/6  
Bahamas Maritime Authority                                                                                 323 7814/5 

Director Environmental Health                                                                              322 4908 or 326 3457 

Response Co-ordinator                                                                                           When Appointed 

Attorney General                                                                                                      322 1141 

Nassau Port Controller                                                                                            326 5677 

Public Analyst (Northern Bahamas)                                                                      242 352 5074/7887 

Commander Bahamas Defence Force                                                                    325 8663 

Police Department                                                                                                    322 4444 

Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Tourism                                                           322 7500 or 302-2067  

Director Civil Aviation                                                                                             377 7117 

Tourism Office                                                                                                          302 2080 

Bahamas Information Services                                                                               327 0070 

Comptroller of Customs                                                                                           326 4401 

Department of Local Government                                                                         325 4560/4372/4185 

Director of Immigration                                                                                           322 7530-9 

Bahamas Environment Science and Technology (BEST)                                     326 4401 

Bahamas Air Sea Rescue Association (BASRA)                             325 8864 
Bahamas Electricity Corporation (BEC)                                                               302 1000 

Department of Fisheries                                                                                           393 1777 
 
Director of Meteorology                                                                                           377 3701 
 
Esso Bahamas                                                                                                           377 6509  
 
Shell Bahamas                                                                                                          362 5792-4 
 
Texaco Bahamas                                                                                                       322 1891 
 
Bahamas Oil Refinery (BORCO)                                                                           242 352 9811 
 
South Riding Point Holdings                                                                                  242 353 4471 
 
Freeport Harbour Controller                                                                                 242 352 9691 
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Annex G 
 

LOCALLY AVAILABLE RESOURCES 
OIL COMPANIES 

 
NEW PROVIDENCE 
 
Nassau Port Department 
 
3 Tugs - 4,000, 3, 400 and 2,800 horsepower. 
2 Passenger Tenders (out on bareboat tender) 
No immediate response oil spill clean-up equipment. 
 
Clifton Pier 
 
Resources shared by Esso, Shell, Texaco and Bahamas Electricity Corporation (BEC) 
 
1000 ft ‘America boom 
15OOft slick bar boom 
1 Vikoma Komara oil skimmer 
4 cases Peat absorbent 
2000 ft Peat Sorbent boom 
4 dispersant spray back-packs 
14 drums dispersant-COREXIT 9500 
2 work boats (19ft and 2 1 ft) 
 
GRAND BAHAMA 
Freeport 
 
Bahamas Oil Refinery Company International Ltd. (BORCO) 
 
r 

3 Tugs - 4000 horsepower each  
2 launches (40ft and 35ft) 
1 Pontoon Catamaran (9ft by 24ft) 
2,200ft boom on pontoon 
600A boom in storage 
55 bags absorbent booms and pads 
1 Vikoma rotary skimmer 
3 Manta Ray Skimmers 
1 Fastank 
2 Portable diesel pumps 
3245 gallons dispersant COREXIT 9527 
South Riding Point Holding Ltd. 
 
2 Tugs - 4000 horsepower each (approx) 
2 Launches suitable for dispersant spraying 
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1 Boston Whaler 
4OOOft boom 
4 Portable dispersant spraying sets 
Dispersant stock (12.700 gallons CORREXIT 9527) 
1 Vikoma Skimmer 
1 Fastank 
 
On Board Facilities 
 
The small coastal tankers which supply the smaller islands, usually with white fuels i.e. 
gasoline and diesel with limited pollution threat carry on board equipment immediately 
available to deal with an on site spill - generally of Tier One category. 
 
Bahamas Air Sea Rescue Association (Basra) 
 
BASRA is a volunteer Air sea Rescue Association based in Nassau. It provides two high-
speed rescue craft, a 24-hour communication watch and has a large number of marine 
experienced members all of which could provide a useful asset in oil spill response. 
 
Royal Bahamas Defence Force 
 
The Royal Bahamas Defence Force, under the Command of the Commodore, is a modern 
well equipped and highly trained maritime force stationed at Coral Harbour, New 
Providence, where it has maintenance facilities and a well-equipped operations centre. 
 
The Force total approximately 890 personnel of who 60 are and all are volunteers. 15 sea-
going vessels, all of which are capable of speeds in excess of 20 knots, include two 198 
footers and two 95 footers, three 108 footers, one 60 footer and two 40 footers. For 
inshore operations these vessels are supplemented by various small craft and Boston 
Whalers, and for air operations two Cessna aircraft are provided.  
 
The roles of the Defence Force are wide-ranging but essentially it is deployed in 
maintaining the integrity and the security of the waters of The Bahamian Archipelago and 
the surrounding areas. In much of its work - especially in drug running and illegal 
immigration it works particularly closely with the United States Authorities.  
 
In oil spill clean up the force has no dedicated role since its vessels are generally not 
suitable for dispersant spraying or oil recovery operations, but outside such specialised 
operations it has much to offer and below are identified some options:- 
 
(a) To maximise the various capabilities of the force and to ensure the provision of 

maritime expertise to the Response Manager, the Commander Defence Force 
should, in the command and control structure, have direct access to the Response 
Managers. 

 
(b)  The vessels with their high speed are ideally suited to reconnoitering at sea, to 

providing personnel and equipment transfers, to controlling offshore sea areas - and 
enhancing communication facilities and extending communication coverage. 
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(c) Such a large body of trained and disciplined men is always an asset on shore and 
especially in controlling within marinas or docks. Their ability to take charge of 
large and diverse groups of beach cleaning personnel could be most useful. 

 
(d) For spills within the Port of Nassau the boats and personnel based in the port would 

be supplemented by additional personnel as required both during the spill 
operations and the subsequent clean-up of jetties and wharfs. They will be 
especially trained in the use of any acquired resources i.e. booms, dispersants and 
absorbents techniques. 
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Annex H 
 

EXTERNAL ASSISTANCE OPTIONS 
 

General Observation 
 
The cost of external assistance, especially when involving air transportation, is inevitably 
high and a careful balance must be struck to ensure that action is not be perceived as 
being “unreasonable” when compensation is subsequently sought from the CLC and the 
IOPC funds. 
 

Clean Caribbean Co-operative (CCC) 
 
The Clean Caribbean Co-operative, based at Fort Lauderdale, Florida, USA is an oil spill 
response organisation which maintains a wide range of warehoused response equipment 
especially prepared for speedy aircraft deployment via the nearby international airports at 
Fort Lauderdale and Miami. The response equipment, which is listed below is especially 
packaged to fit into readily available commercial cargo aircraft (DC8, B727, B707) for 
deployment to the scene of the incident, although it can, of course, be transported by sea. 
Airborne dispersant spraying is provided by an Airborne Dispersant Delivery System 
(ADDS) in a Cl30 Hercules aircraft. These aircraft can generally be found in the 
commercial market but if this is not possible the CCC has a memorandum of 
understanding with the US Coast Guard for the provision of a US Coast Guard Cl30 
Hercules for this task. Equipment operators can be provided by an established network of 
South Florida contractors. 
 
The CCC has all present 16 full and 3 Associate members and also provides third-party 
emergency access.  
 
Equipment is provided through a pre-arranged equipment sale agreement which includes 
a repurchase (“buy back’) arrangement on completion, the value of which will depend on 
the equipment usage and its final condition. As an example of initial cost of supply a 
typical aircraft load of equipment would be worth approximately 3/4 million US dollars. 
 
It has to be stressed that the CCC provides the equipment and can make available the 
aircraft and the contract equipment operators. In no way do they assume any 
responsibility for the operation of the equipment on scene nor for the management of the 
clean-up response. It is therefore of particular importance that in The Bahamas, where 
external reinforcement is a highly likely option, that all plans and preparations reflect the 
need to integrate fully any CCC input into the national arrangements.  
 
List of Equipment 
 
Multi-purpose and flexible equipment packages are capable of operating in a variety of 
combinations and in a range of environments (offshore to shoreside) and include support 
required for 1,000 hours of turnkey operations. 
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Dispersant and Application Equipment 
 
Airborne Dispersant Delivery System (ADDS - Pack), 30,000 gallons of COREXIT 
9527, EC9500A dispersant, Helicopter and vessel spray systems. 
 
In-Situ Burn Equipment 
 
Three In-situ burn systems, including fireproof boom, leader boom, tow lines, bridles, 
Simplex Heli Torch ignitor with mixing gel. 
 
Containment Boom & Anchoring Equipment: 
 
Over 40,000 ft of offshore, nearshore, harbour, and shore sealing boom, pre-assembled 
anchors systems, lighted buoys. 
 
Mechanical Recovery/Skimming Systems 
 
30 Ocean and Near Shore skimming systems capable of recovering over 40,000 
barrels/day (USCG derated) of Group II – Group V oils. 
 
Temporary & Intermediate Storage & Pumps 
 
Towable bladders, tanks, and Pit Liners with 1240 barrels capacity supports continuous 
skimming operation. Over 30 pump systems for product transfer, beach washing, oil 
herding, skimming, etc. 
 
Work Boats 
 
A fleet of small boats equipped with dispersant spray booms provides working platforms 
for nearshore/shallow water operations, boom maintenance, and logistics support. 
 
Command, Control & Communications 
 
Telecommunications system capable of co-ordinating land and sea operations, supports 
approximately 250 field personnel. Including an Incident Command Post, 3 Field 
Command Posts, INMARSAT equipped Mobile Response Centre, Geodesic Shelters and 
generators for remote operation. Response Information & Display System (RIDS) 
includes Logistics & GIS Database, ASA’s OILMAP, Oiltracker GPS Buoys, Base 
Station, Handheld GPS receivers, Pentium laptop, printer and video projector. 
 
Beach Clean-Up Equipment 
 
Steam pressure washers, 2 Beach Maintenance Vehicles (Bobcats), a large inventory of 
sorbents, Halogen emergency light, portable generators, PPE gear. 
 
Miscellaneous 
 
Air transportable containers, 36 air cargo pallets; compressors; Crane car; stake truck, 
pick-up trucks; forklifts; chemical tank trailer; flatbed trailers. 
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Contact 
 
Clean Caribbean Co-operative  
2381 Stirling Road 
Fort Lauderdale 
Florida 33312 USA 
 
Tel:  (954) 983-9880 
Fax: (954) 987-3001 
 
 

OIL SPILL RESPONSE LTD (OSRL) 
 
Oil Spill Response Ltd. (OSRL) of Southampton England maintains an on-call worldwide 
airborne response organisation. It carries a full range of clean-up equipment, has 40 
dedicated equipment operators and an immediately available Cl30 Hercules aircraft with 
the dual capability of deploying the Airborne Dispersant Delivery System or carrying 
other oil spill clean-up equipment. It also has immediate access to commercial freight 
aircraft availability. The deployment time for the Cl30 Hercules to The Bahamas area 
would likely be at least 18-24 hours. 
 
The current full membership of OSRL is over 30 members who have primary access to 
the equipment but third party access is available. Services are provided on a per diem 
basis and details are available from:- 
 
Oil Spill Response Ltd. 
Lower William Street 
Northam 
Southampton SO14 5QE 
England 
 
Tel: +44 1703 331551 
Fax: +44 1703 331972 
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Annex I 
 

EXTERNAL SOURCES OF EXPERT ADVICE 
 
1. Clean Caribbean Corporation 

2381 Sterling Road 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33312, USA 
Telephone: 954 983 9880 
Fax: 954 987 3001 

 
2. United States Coast Guard 

District 7 
Operations Centre 
Telephone: 305 536 53 11 

 
3. Regional Marine Pollution Emergency Information and Training Centre 

Wider Caribbean (REMPEITC CARIB) 
Curacao 
Netherlands Antilles 
Telephone: 59 99 461 4012 
Fax : 59 99 461 1006 

 
4. The Marine Spill Response Corporation (MSRC) 

Miami, Florida 
United States of America 
Telephone: 305 375 9279 
Fax: 305 577 8523 

 
5 .  Oil Spill Response Ltd. 

Lower William Street 
Northam 
Southampton 
SO14 5QE 
England 

 Telephone: +44 1703 331551 
 Fax: +44 1703 331972 
 
6. International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation Limited (ITOPF) 

Staple Hall 
Stonehouse Court 
87-90 Houndsditch 
London EC3A 7AX 
Telephone: 44 207 621 1255 

  44 142 691 4112 (24 HR) 
Fax: 44 207 621 1783 
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7. International Maritime Organisation (IMO) 

4 Albert Embankment 
London SE1 7SR 
England 
Telephone: 44 207 735 7611 
Fax: 44 207 587 3210 

 
8. International Oil Pollution Compensation Fund (IOPC Fund) 

4 Albert Embankment 
London SE1 7SR 
Telephone: 44 207 582 2606 
Fax: 44 207 587 3210 
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Annex J 

OIL SPILL REPORT FORM  
 

This form should be completed as far as possible to ensure that the responsible 

agencies take immediate, effective action. 

 

Name of Ship, Airport, Agency or Person Reporting (involvement) __________________ 

Date and Time of Incident or Observation  ______________________________________ 

Source of Spill (if known)  __________________________________________________ 

If a vessel is the source: 

Name of Vessel  __________________________________________________________ 

Port of Registry  __________________________________________________________ 

Type of Vessel and Size  ___________________________________________________ 

Location of Incident  _______________________________________________________ 

Quantity Discharged  ______________________________________________________ 

Identity of Substance (if known) _____________________________________________ 

Wind and Sea conditions  ___________________________________________________ 

Owner of Substance (if chartered vessel)  ______________________________________ 

Salvage Arrangements (if any proposed)  _______________________________________ 

Slick Size and Colour  ______________________________________________________ 

Spill due to (if known)  _____________________________________________________  

Collision  ________________________________________________________________ 

Grounding  ______________________________________________________________ 

Other (ie leak, spill container)  _______________________________________________ 
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INDEX 
 
 

Preparation Preparedness Response and Cooperation 1990 (OPRC 
1990) has been ratified by The Bahamas.  
 

Clean Caribbean Cooperative (CCC) has change to Clean Caribbean and 
Americas (CCA). 
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